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Learning Resources
Train new drivers, provide
review for commercial
drivers, and school bus
drivers, with this
comprehensive collection of
video resources. Many
programs feature the most
frequent situations
encountered.

Alcohol And The Mind
the facts on
Pandresents
alcohol consumption
the various ways in
which it can inflict
permanent damage.

Explains how alcohol blurs
the ability to think clearly
and act rationally. Shows
how consumption can lead
to recurring anxiety,
memory loss, dangerous
driving, disease and death.
Encourages the viewer to
weigh the short-term
pleasures of alcohol
consumption against the
special emphasis on risks
long-term destruction it
Backing And Parking
to infants and children
causes.
Cars And Light Trucks
who
are
sitting
on
a
adult's
Adult
lap. The necessity for a
30 minutes, order 1-8844`-IN
hirty percent of all traffic
well-designed, properly
accidents are caused by
Animal Awareness
selected child safety seat is
backing and parking
made clear.
Driving
mistakes. The program
Convincing crash-test footage
features real drivers driving
resents the startling
and conclusive statistics are
cars and light trucks in the
statistics on traffic
interjected into this
most frequently
accidents involving
entertaining, informative
encountered and most
animals on the roadway program that urges the use of
challenging backing and
and how to avoid them.
seat belts and child-restraint
parking situations.
Demonstrates proper
devices. BOOKLIST, American
Emphasizes the importance
driving techniques for
Library Assoc.
of planning ahead,
various road, traffic, and
Ages 15 to 18, Adult
18
minutes,
order
1-8121`-IN
recognizing potential
weather conditions; how to
problems and using safe
drive in areas where
Auto Theft: Preventing
backing and parking
animals frequently cross
procedures. Includes a
The Crime
the road; and what to do
short guide with
when a collision with an
professional car thief
information on danger
animal is imminent.
demonstrates how
zones and rules for
Ages 16 to Adult
unsuspecting drivers make accident-free backing.
15 minutes, order 1-8667`-IN
stealing cars such a snap.
Ages 15 to 18, Adult
Ask Any Dummy - Seat
Also discusses preventative 15 minutes, order 1-8980`-IN
measures everyone can
Belts Make Sense
take.
tars Vince and Larry, The Open caption version
U.S. Department of
available.
Transportation's famous
Adult
crash dummies.
17 minutes, order 1-9970`-IN
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Blurred Lines
powerful presentation
Afrequent
of the tragic, all too
consequences of
drunk driving. Two real
families share their
anguish over the loss of
loved ones, allowing video
cameras to record their
grief in the hope that
similar tragedies will be
prevented.
After drinking too much
one day, Ronnie Dale
Haithcock drove his car in
the wrong direction down
an interstate highway
colliding head-on with a
car carrying three young
men. All three died, but
Haithcock survived and
made a full recovery physically.
Viewers witness the funeral
of these young men, and
that of another victim, 11year-old Ashley Kennon,
also killed by a drunk
driver.
Special Media Award Mothers Against Drunk
Driving (MADD)
Ages 15 to 18, Adult
27 minutes, order 1-9115`-IN

Broken Glass, 2nd Ed.
ontrolled collisions
Cdanger
staged at UCLA show
of ignoring safety
belts. Anthropometric
dummies are used to show
vividly the difference in
injuries to those with and
without seat belts.
Ages 15 to 18
14 minutes, order 1-9605`-IN

Vivid and memorable
comparisons are made
between the effects of
collisions on belted and
unbelted passengers with
CANADIAN LEARNING COMPANY, 95 Vansittart Avenue, Woodstock ON N4S 6E3 Tel: (800) 267-2977 Fax: (519) 537-1035
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Learning Resources
Choices: Don't Drink And Commercial Drivers
Drive
License Series
Commercial Drivers License Series

his anti-drinking and
driving program is
narrated by the lucky
survivor of a drunk-driving
accident. The program
focuses on how head
injuries, a frequent result of
such accidents, ruin lives.

T

Viewers see patients in a
“life adjustment” centre
struggling to do even very
basic activities, like eating
or using the bathroom.
Having seen the
consequences of drunk
driving, viewers will
support the ending, which
shows a girl removing the
keys from the ignition of a
car full of drunk teens and
leaving the car, preventing
injury to herself and her
friends.
Ages 15 to 18, Adult
12 minutes, order 1-8991`-IN

City Driving Tactics (2nd
Ed)
riving on city streets can
be hectic and
hazardous. Within one
square block of city streets,
a driver has to make
approximately 58 separate
decisions, nearly one
decision every second! This
program illustrates the
important driving tactics
needed for safe city
driving.

D

Ages 16 to Adult
20 minutes, order 1-8189`-IN

asy to grasp visual
reinforcement of driver's
skills. In the tapes, the test
examiner pauses to show
where drivers are likely to
fail and where an
examiner deducts points. A
driver guide reinforces the
tapes and includes a
special section that
explains examiner criteria
for point reduction and
automatic failure.

E

CDL Skills and Road Test
for Straight Trucks
imulates the test that
Scontrols:
covers the six basic
forward stopping,
straight-line backing, alley
docking, measured right
turn, parallel parking, and
serpentine backing.
Includes 32 page guide.
Order 1-8979, 25 mins

Explodes the myth that
accidents only happen to
others.
Ages 16 to Adult
29 minutes, order 1-8866`-IN

D O T: What You Need To
Know: Supervisor's
Training Program
his program consists of
two titles. The first,
TAlcohol
Supplement, fulfills

CDL Written Test Refresher:
the mandated (U.S. Dept of
For All Drivers
Transportation) 60 minutes
educe anxiety for drivers of alcohol awareness
training. Divided into three
at all experience levels
by preparing them to pass parts:
CDL Pre-Trip Inspection for
their written test. Videos
- Overview of the rules
Tractor Trailers
use live action scenes to
- Five action scenarios,
help drivers learn
imulates a live action
based on the various types
everything
they
need
to
pre-trip inspection test
of testing, to increase
know to successfully pass
with an examiner, driver
supervisor awareness of
and vehicle. Includes a 30 the test. The tape includes what the rules require
a 48 minute program on
page pre-inspection test
driver guide with diagrams. the general written test, 42 - Effects of low-level
alcohol use on job
minute video that covers
Order 1-8984, 28 mins
the driven test. Includes 16 performance
CDL Skills and Road Test
page instructor's guide, 96 The second part, Substance
for Tractor Trailers
page driver's manual.
Abuse and Constructive
Order 1-8977, 90 mins
Confrontation, fulfills the
imulates the test that
Adult
mandated (U.S. Dept of
covers the six basic
minutes, order 1-89840`-IN
Transportation) 60 minutes
controls: forward stopping,
of drug-awareness training.
straight-line backing, alley La Conduite De
The video:
docking, measured right
Camionnettes Et De
turn, parallel parking, and Camions
- Highlights training
serpentine backing.
elements
Ages 16 to Adult
Includes a 32 page guide.
24 minutes, order 1-98501`-IN
- Explains effects of not
Order 1-8985, 25 mins
enforcing a substance
CDL Pre-Trip Inspection for Crossing The Line
abuse policy
Straight Trucks
his compelling
- Gives in-depth training on
documentary examines how to hand those under
imulates a live action
the life-changing
the influence
pre-trip inspection test
consequences of accidents - Eight scenarios explain
with an examiner, driver
caused by drunk or
and vehicle. Includes 30
exactly how, why and
reckless driving.
page guide.
when to confront

R

S

S

S

Order 1-8978, 25 mins

T

Different perspectives are
covered through interviews
with jailed drivers, crash
survivors, and victims'
loved-ones.

employees
60-page Leader's Training
Guide is available with
purchase.
Adult
120 minutes, order 1-8982`-IN
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Learning Resources
D U I I - The Price Is Too
High
ramatic vignettes make
D
it clear that there are
life-altering consequences
to (D)riving (U)nder the
(I)nfluence of (I)ntoxicants.
After their arrests three
young first-time offenders
face the painful
consequences.
Three typical stories of
young offenders are
presented in this program.
None of them had an
accident, nor were they
driving recklessly for kicks.
But they were intoxicated,
and dangerous behind the
wheel. After their arrests,
each of the drivers faces
painful consequences for
their actions.
Open caption version
available.
Ages 15 to 18, Adult
23 minutes, order 1-9916`-IN

danger of their competitive Drinking And Driving
style of driving and tend to The Power Of Choice Series
be rude. Their behavior
he number one cause of
puts themselves and others
death for young people
at risk.
is drunk driving. Yet,
Open caption version
almost 44% of high school
available.
students admit that within
Ages 15 to 18, Adult
the past month they
16 minutes, order 1-9960`-IN
knowingly rode with a
Drinking And Driving: A driver who was using
alcohol or drugs.
Deadly Decision

T

rue stories from three
different perspectives
inform teenagers about the
unfortunate results of
drinking and driving.

T

The first story features a
young man convicted of
felony drunk driving and
manslaughter who spent
fourteen months in jail.
In the second episode a
young woman vents her
anger towards the
teenager who killed her
husband.

Defensive Driving Tactics And finally a police officer
illustrates the risks
(3rd Ed)
involved in driving while
intoxicated and the
subsequent court
proceedings.

wo professional drivers
show the differences
between defensive and
aggressive driving as they
participate in a safe driving
test through city streets
and superhighways.

Ages 16 to Adult
16 minutes, order 1-8907`-IN

This program teaches a
strategy for staying calm
and safe on streets
populated with too many
aggressive drivers.

rama of mother whose
D
life turns upside down
when, celebrating with co-

T

The program explains that
defensive drivers leave
their personal problems
outside their cars.
Aggressive drivers are
shown to be hurried,
distracted, and
overconfident, They thrive
on the excitement and

Drinking And Driving: A
Deadly Combination

workers, she innocently
has two drinks prior to
picking up her children
from school. Award
winner.
Ages 15 to 18, Adult
22 minutes, order 1-8141`-IN

Teens explain how to get
out and stay out of
drinking and driving
predicaments and still be
cool. Build awareness of
the issue of drunk driving,
show that driving drunk or
going along with others
who do is always a matter
of choice. Remind teens
that they always have the
power to make that choice
for themselves. Encourage
anticipation of
troublesome situations as
well as alternatives, and
helps them see themselves
as having the power to
prevent drunk driving.
Ages 12-18
30 minutes, order 5-2152`-IN

Drinking And Drugs:
Driving Under The
Influence
emonstrates through
controlled reaction tests
D
and driving simulations

Driver Training:
Controlling Auto Skids
echniques for handling
Tskids,
front, rear, and all wheel
power skids,
spinouts, and
hydroplaning. Covers how
to remain calm and alert
and take quick appropriate
action.
Adult, Ages 15 to 18
15 minutes, order 1-8313`-IN

Driving Safely
ost employees travel
M
the roads every day in
cars, vans, or trucks. Many
are on company business.
This program provides the
information employees
need to drive vehicles
safely, both on and off the
job.
Topics include: inspecting
the vehicle; adjusting seats,
mirrors and other
equipment; wearing
seatbelts; the importance
of mental preparation and
concentration; night
driving; adverse weather
conditions; and passing
other vehicles.
A comprehensive leader's
guide available with
purchase.
Adult
18 minutes, order 1-8872`-IN

that mind altering
Drunk Driving: A
substances impair
Collision Course
perceptions, slow reactions
and erode judgement.
ispels myths about the
Ages 15 to 18, Adult
ability to remain “in
18 minutes, order 1-8269`-IN
control” and “handle”
alcohol; dramatic effects of
alcohol on motor skills.

D

Ages 15 to 18
15 minutes, order 2-5100`-IN
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Learning Resources
The graphic and disturbing
elements of what a drunkdriving crash entails, from
his dramatization of the firefighters having to tear a
car apart to rescue Bob's
consequences of drunk
wife, Carol, to Bob's
driving features Jack
Hamilton, a young college humiliating phone call to
tell a neighbour he's in jail.
student who decides to
unwind from the pressures Viewers look on as the
of school, work and family young girl killed in the
crash is summarily
life by having “a few
identified and brought to
beers”.
the morgue. The audience
Three drinks are enough to
also witnesses the girls'
slow his reflexes, impair his
parents being notified of
judgment and raise his
their daughter's death.
blood alcohol level to the
Adult, Ages 15 to 18
point of intoxication.
20 minutes, order 1-2568`-IN
Within moments of getting
behind the wheel, Jack
Habit Defense: Covering
causes an accident which
The Brake
results in severe injury to
another person.
here's at least a 50%
chance that drivers, no
The consequences of
Jack's arrest - posting bail, matter how good, will
finding legal counsel, going some day be involved in a
car accident.
to court, jail time, loss of
employment, and
There are ways to reduce
separation from family these odds. One proven
illustrate the overwhelming method is Habit Defense, a
financial and legal damage technique which reduces
caused by drinking and
the likelihood of a collision
driving.
by reducing a car's total
Ages 15 to 18, Adult
stopping distance. It
34 minutes, order 1-8747`-IN
centres on: increasing
driver awareness of
Fatal Decision
possible hazards, preparing
compelling portrayal of them to act quickly
establish the habit of
what happens when
“covering the brake” with
Bob, an average man,
the foot in suspicious
drinks a few beers at a
party before driving home, circumstances.

D U I: Choices And
Consequences

Helping You Drive Safely Aerial views help visualize the
danger of driving too slowly
Longer

T

or many seniors, driving
a car is an important part
of maintaining
independence. Learn how
to keep on driving safely.

T

A

resulting in an auto crash
that leaves a young girl
dead, his wife paralyzed
and himself in jail.

F

This tape describes some
of the problems faced by
older drivers and
demonstrates useful
exercises and how to
compensate for specific
weaknesses.
Includes a driving
assessment and a written
guide with important
questions and suggestions
regarding your current
physical condition and
driving ability.
Adult
15 minutes, order 9-7270`-IN

and reiterate the stated need
to fit, not fight, the flow of
traffic. Tips for staying alert
while driving, for maintaining
control of a vehicle, and for
safely handling roadside
emergencies are included in
the worthwile advice ...
there's no denying the value
of the lessons conveyed in
this beneficial addition to
drivers' education training."
Booklist
Ages 15 to 18, Adult
18 minutes, order 1-9860`-IN

Icy Road Ahead
earn how to drive safely
Ldifficult
and confidently in
winter weather
conditions.

Topics include: preparing
yourself and your vehicle
Highway Driving Tactics properly, driving
(3rd Ed)
techniques and vehicle
behaviour, controlling and
A voice-over narrator
correcting a skid on ice,
addresses viewers and
and making the right
converses directly with drivers moves in emergency
who demonstrate 10 survival situations.
skills for highway driving.
Introduced by former auto
Behind-the-wheel footage
racing champion Jean-Paul
underscored the validity of
Luc.
such promoted practices as
Ages 15 to 18, Adult
widening distance between
23 minutes, order 1-8867`-IN
vehicles at night or in bad
weather.

“

The method is dramatized
with the story of a
teenager who is showing
his father what he's
learned in driver ed class.
Ages 15 to 18, Adult
12 minutes, order 1-8285`-IN

CANADIAN LEARNING COMPANY, 95 Vansittart Avenue, Woodstock ON N4S 6E3 Tel: (800) 267-2977 Fax: (519) 537-1035
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Learning Resources
Impact: Driving Drunk,
Driving High
his hard-hitting video
Timpact
clearly illustrates the
driving under the
influence of alcohol or
other drugs has on our
society. It addresses the
effects of alcohol and
prescription drugs on a
driver's judgment and
motor skills, and the
choices and consequences
of driving under the
influence.

My Friends, My Friends:
Alcohol And
Automobiles
estimonials from teens
who caused fatal
accidents while driving
while impaired. Shows the
tragedy and lifelong
emotional pain suffered as
a result.

T

Ages 12-18, Ages 16 to Adult
22 minutes, order 1-8450`-IN

The National Driving
Test I I

The Pro System For
Accident-free Backing

ost drivers can operate
esigned to help new
M
D
an automobile and
and experienced big-rig
travel to their destination
drivers improve their
without incident. But, just
how much do they really
know or even remember
about driving safety?
Find out exactly how
skilled and knowledgeable
you really are behind the
wheel and if you're
capable of handling traffic
situations and possible
hazards.

backing skills. Shows not
only basic backing
techniques but also the
analytical thinking and
advance planning that
experienced drivers do for
safe backing.

Includes: why drivers take
risks, adjusting the mirrors,
judging the rear blind spot,
Steve Hanusa, an addiction
using the “first point, last
opular TV and sports
point” technique, getting
specialist who brings over
The program presents
personalities probe a
the best set-up, identifying
27 years experience to the
twenty
five
questions
that
wide range of driving rules
making of this must see
cover an extensive variety potential hazards, why a
and tactics via test
video, hosts the program.
of driving situations. At the driver should never blind
questions and answers.
Through open and candid
conclusion, the total points back, controlling backing
Q. What part of the car
space, and how backing
interviews, families of
acquired will give viewers
causes the most accidents?
procedures vary with
victims talk about how a
and excellent indication
different kinds of
drunk driver made the
A. The driver.
about their own driving
equipment.
choice to get behind the
Human error is responsible ability.
wheel of an automobile,
Ages 16 to Adult
Ages
15
to
18,
Adult
for eighty five percent of
24 minutes, order 1-8981`-IN
and how that choice
31 minutes, order 1-8504`-IN
all automobile accidents
impacted their life.
causing death and injury.
Riding Your School Bus
Night Driving Tactics
Each discusses the hard
Safely
Twenty
five
dramatized
(2nd Ed)
slap of reality when one of
questions,
introduced
by
your loved ones is taken
common sense
popular television and
ivid driving
away as a result of this
approach
to student
demonstrations show
preventable accident, such sports personalities, probe
safety
on
school
buses.
a
wide
range
of
driving
how the physics of light,
as a young man whose
rules
and
tactics.
mass and motion combine Explains the reasons for
parents were killed when
with the physiology of
various safety rules and
Correct answers, and the
he was three years old,
vision
and
reaction
to
demonstrates the results of
reasons behind them,
among others.
make fast night time
ignoring them. Also covers
follow each question.
Ages 16 to Adult
driving life threatening
the safety implications of
24 minutes, order 1-2530`-IN
Ages 15 to 18, Adult
behaviour.
healthy driver-student
29 minutes, order 1-8323`-IN
relationships.
L'ultime Defi Routier
Open caption version

The National Driving
Test

P

V

Ages 16 to Adult
30 minutes, order 1-87921`-IN

available.
Ages 15 to 18, Adult
13 minutes, order 1-9731`-IN

A

Ages 12 to 14
14 minutes, order 1-8859`-IN
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Learning Resources
Road Rage And
Aggressive Driving
A View From The Driver's Seat

Road rage” is deliberate,
“driver
violent behaviour by a
in response to a real
or imagined traffic
grievance. Drivers may use
their vehicles as weapons,
or even get out of their
cars to accost or attack
another driver. Road rage
occurs when something
“snaps” in a driver who
might usually drive
carefully and obey all
traffic laws. Incidents
caused by road rage can
and do result in physical
assault, damage to or
destruction of personal
and public property. Similar
to the road rage driver is
the “aggressive” driver. An
aggressive driver may run
red lights, tailgate, weave
in and out of traffic and
ignore traffic laws as their
normal pattern of driving.
An aggressive driver may
trigger road rage in
another driver or may
develop road rage
themselves.
This timely program looks
at road rage and
aggressive driving from the
driver's perspective.
Viewers learn what to do if
they are the object of an
enraged driver and how to
avoid becoming enraged
themselves. Unintentional
actions such as driving too
slowly, blocking the
passing lane, cutting off
another driver, or
tailgating, can all lead to
road rage.

Knowing what to do if
confronted by a person
who is enraged can mean
the difference between life
and death.
Ages 16 to Adult
20 minutes, order 1-2252`-IN

Safe Driving Tactics
earn how to react and
Lsituations
avoid dangerous
involving
hydroplaning, rollovers,
head-on collisions,
highway hypnosis and
wind waves caused by
passing semi-trucks.
Review basic defensive
driving issues and up-todate safety and survival
techniques not contained
in a driver's manual.
Ages 16 to Adult
26 minutes, order 1-8570`-IN

Saying No To Drinking
Drivers
ramatizes typical
situations teens may
D
encounter and offers
essential tools to deal with
peer pressure to drink and
drive. Not available for
school or public library
purchase.
Ages 12-18, Ages 16 to Adult
23 minutes, order 1-8449`-IN

School Bus Driving:
Controlling Skids
his program teaches
school bus drivers the
Tinformation
needed to
make skid control
techniques second nature.
Detailed demonstrations
explain why skidding
occurs. Weather
conditions, tire pressure,
wet road surfaces, and

faulty brakes can all play a School Bus Emergencies
part, but the biggest factor And Evacuation
is a change of speed or
Procedures
direction which is too
abrupt for road conditions.
uilds on the theme, its
not how fast, its how
The best way to deal with
safe. The program begins
skids is to prevent them
from happening. In sudden with skids and control, use
of flares and reflectors,
emergencies “squeeze
followed by evacuation
braking” and a proper
balance between steering, procedures and choosing
student assistants.
braking and acceleration
Adult
are the most effective ways
to maintain vehicle control 13 minutes, order 1-9484`-IN
and prevent wheel lock up.
School Bus Evacuation
Sometimes skidding is
For Students
unavoidable, and then
drivers must know what to
detailed treatment of
do. Techniques for
procedures
including
handling front and rear
how
to
shut
off
the engine,
wheel skids, all wheel
set brakes, and open the
skids, power skids,
spinouts and hydroplaning front doors. Emphasizes
are carefully demonstrated. quick access to emergency
numbers and how to open
The programme
emergency doors and
emphasizes that, above all, exits.
school bus drivers must
Open caption version
remain calm and alert.
available.
Skids and other
Ages 9 to 11, Ages 12 to 14
emergencies are facts of
9 minutes, order 1-9485`-IN
driving. The ability to
maintain vehicle control on School Bus Driving,
such occasions is vital to
Special Education
keep passengers safe.

B

A

Adult, Professional
15 minutes, order 1-8314`-IN

School Bus Loading And
Unloading
ooperation is required
Cstudents
between the driver and
when loading &
unloading. Shows how to
stop for loading, how to
maintain order, correct use
of flashing lights the
correct way for kids
crossing the street.

Transportation

he techniques and
Ttransporting
equipment used in
children with
various handicaps as well
as special talents and
attitudes the driver should
learn including good
communication with the
children and parents.
Adult
14 minutes, order 1-9548`-IN

Adult
11 minutes, order 1-9483`-IN
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Learning Resources
Stressing defensive driving
techniques, drivers are
shown how to: calculate
The School Bus Driver Training Series
stopping and safe
ital to the safe operation following distances; use
of school buses are the the “turning point” of their
bus to make safe left and
proper inspection and
maintenance of the buses right hand turns; use
multiple mirrors; enter a
and the comprehensive
freeway; and back up
training of the drivers.
safely.
These programs provide
Adult, Professional
excellent instruction for
new school bus drivers and 16 minutes, order 1-8421`-IN
necessary reinforcement
School Bus Driving, Part
for experienced drivers.

School Bus Pre-trip
Inspection (2nd Ed)

V

A daily pre-trip inspection
of each school bus is not
only crucial for safety but
is a legal requirement. This
program shows how to
check the engine
compartment, dashboard
instruments and gauges,
safety and emergency
equipment, the interior,
and hydraulic, electric, and
air brakes. In a walk
around of the bus, drivers
are taught how to inspect
mirrors, wheels, tires, body,
underbody, and lights,
signals, and flashers.

Two (2nd Ed)

The School Bus Driver Training Series

ital to the safe operation
of school buses are the
V
proper inspection and
maintenance of the buses
and the comprehensive
training of the drivers.
These programs provide
excellent instruction for
new school bus drivers and
necessary reinforcement
for experienced drivers.

This program presents
defensive driving
techniques for common
school bus driving
Adult, Professional
situations: driving on hills
19 minutes, order 1-8420`-IN
and winding roads; safely
School Bus Driving, Part handling curves; spotting
potential hazards on and
One (2nd Ed)
near the roadway; parking
The School Bus Driver Training Series
on inclines; crossing
ital to the safe operation railroad tracks; and driving
of school buses are the at night.
Adult, Professional
proper inspection and
maintenance of the buses 10 minutes, order 1-8422`-IN
and the comprehensive
training of the drivers.
These programs provide
excellent instruction for
new school bus drivers and
necessary reinforcement
for experienced drivers.

V

School Bus Safety: Riding Sharing My Feelings
Cool To School
n introduction to proper
school bus behaviour
for young passengers.
Explains why students
should obey the rules and
maintain a respectful
relationship with the driver.
Also includes a variety of
related safety tips such as
recognizing the danger
zone around the school
bus and memorizing one's
home phone number.

A

Ages 6 to 8, Ages 9 to 11
15 minutes, order 1-8858`-IN

Seat Belts: A Lifesaving
Habit
rogram refutes the
common excuses for not
wearing belts. Need for
safety seats for young
children is stressed and the
various kinds of seats
available and where to get
them. Alan C Donalson is
consultant.

P

Ages 15 to 18
20 minutes, order 1-9838`-IN

Seat Belts Are For Kids
Too
hildren are shown how
Ccorrectly
to wear seat belts
and why the
shoulder and lap belts give
greater protection than a
lap belt alone. Meet “Safety
Frog” and a carload of
colorful puppets who learn
to “buckle up”.

n effort by the Los
AMothers
Angeles Chapter of
Against Drunk

Driving to encourage
young children to express
any feelings they may
have concerning an adult's
or older child's use of
alcohol or drugs and
driving.
Ages 6 to 8
13 minutes, order 1-8277`-IN

Space Driving Tactics
(2nd Ed)
xplains simple safety
Esecond”
rules, “car length” and “2
rules and how to
use space behind and
beside your car: escape
route against sudden stops,
tailgaters, dangerous hills
and curves.
Ages 15 to 18
14 minutes, order 1-9657`-IN

Steering Straight
look at alcohol and
drug abuse on our
Ahighways.
Examines the
problem from the
viewpoint of younger
drivers with comments
from people involved in
accidents. Concise, hardhitting and captivating.
Ages 12-18
13 minutes, order 2-5032`-IN

Ages 6-11
10 minutes, order 1-9921`-IN
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Learning Resources
Traffic Control Thru
Work Zones

The Truth About
Drinking

The Ultimate Driving
Challenge

Van And Truck Driving
The Safety On The Job Series

The Teen Files Series

he fundamental lessons
ith an emphasis on
et in the driver's seat
eens who are current
W
G
worker safety, this
and test your reactions Tof pro driving including
a safe, professional
program shows how to set Tdrinkers see firsthand
to 20 specific driving
attitude and important
up traffic control for short- what the future may hold
situations!
for them if they continue
to drink. Viewers
Clear and simple
experience the potential
demonstrations explain
step-by-step installation of consequences of alcohol
use from every perspective,
the five areas of traffic
including: how drinking
control: flagging
techniques, calculating safe impairs a person's
coordination, vision and
taper lengths, positioning
reaction time; how the
channeling devices, do's
brain and other organs
and don'ts of flashing
suffer lasting damage from
arrow signs, and detailed
alcohol use; how a drunk
safe work practices.
person really drives; and
21 minutes, order 1-8854`-IN
how drinking can lead to
spending months in a
Truck Driving:
rehabilitation center.
Controlling Skids
term jobs.

hows how to handle
front and trailer wheel;
power; drive axle; all
wheel skids; spin-outs; and
hydroplaning. Proven
techniques for recovery
from tractor and trailer
jack-knifing are
demonstrated.

S

Adult, Professional
17 minutes, order 1-8312`-IN

Culminates in a realistic
simulation of the “deaths”
of three participants who
got into a car with a fourth
who was driving drunk.
The teens watch videotape
of their parents' reaction to
the news. The driver is
then “booked” and sent to
prison. The three victims
visit the coroner's office to
learn of the fatal injuries
each suffered in the crash.
Finally, the foursome
attend the funerals of the
three who “died” in the
crash and listen as their
parents read farewell
tributes to their children.
By the close of the
program, all of the young
participants are moved to
stop their reckless drinking
behaviour. An Arnold
Shapiro Production.

Designed to test road
safety knowledge and
provide helpful
information for avoiding
accidents and minimizing
damages and injury.
Encourages viewer
participation with
true/false and multiple
choice questions. After
choosing an answer, the
correct response is
demonstrated through
dramatic stunts,
recreations, and real-life
film footage.
Features celebrity support
from Tim Allen, Annie Potts,
Diedre Hall, and Barbara
Mandrell
French version available,
Order 1-87921
Ages 15 to 18 Adult
30 minutes, order 1-8792`-IN

safety habits.

Van and Truck Driving is one
of three tapes we use in our
driver training program. We
all enjoy it ... it's up to date,
and the price is definitely
right. Randy Honsberger,
Bell Canada, Barrie ON
French version, order 198501
Adult
24 minutes, order 1-9850`-IN

Vehicle Backing
The Safety On The Job Series

n instructional program
on safety procedures for
Abacking
up a vehicle. For
drivers of commercial
vehicles such as trucks and
buses as well as private
automobiles.
Learn how to back up a
vehicle safely. Also learn
important precautions and
alternatives, such as
backing into an alley
instead of into traffic;
checking behind your
vehicle for hazards before
getting in and backing up;
and having someone guide
you with hand signals
while backing up.
Adult
15 minutes, order 1-8840`-IN

Also available in a one
hour version Order 1-2255
Ages 12-18
30 minutes, order 1-2256`-IN
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Learning Resources
Vehicle Safety
eaches viewers how to
steer clear of dangerous
situations by following
practical safety guidelines
on and off the road.

T

This fact-filled programs
covers safe parking
procedures; how to check
for illegal entry; actions to
take after an accident;
safeguarding against theft;
the value of seat belts and
airbags; and the dangerous
consequences of drug
impaired driving.
Ages 15 to 18
15 minutes, order 2-5097`-IN

Winter Driving Tactics
(3rd Edition)
here are many safety
Tpreventative
precautions,
measures,
and tactics to learn before
driving in wintry
conditions. This program
provides the basics,
including automobile
maintenance tips, and
what to do in a breakdown
situation.
Ages 15 to 18, Adult, Professional
15 minutes, order 1-8403`-IN

This listing is correct as of
Friday January 5, 2001 but is
subject to change without
notice. If this listing appears to
be out of date, please contact
us for up-to-date pricing and
availability. This is Subject Nbr
13. For a brief master list of all
available subjects, request
document number 800. For an
ORDER FORM, request
document number 801

Need More
Information
About Our
Programs?
These listings are very
brief. Detailed title
information is only a
free phone call away.
Check out our internet
web page at
www.canlearn.com
Selecting the tab ’online
catalog’ will take you to
a complete listing of
every title available
from us.
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